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Abstract- Cloud computing has become a new platform for personal computing. However, while
designing the strategy of data placement, there still lacks the consideration of systematic diversity of
distributed transaction costs. This paper proposes the use of genetic algorithms to address the data
placement problem in cloud computing. This strategy has adequately considered the correlation
between data slices to minimize the total cost of distributed transactions. Compared to other methods,
genetic algorithms have proven to comprehensively consider the correlation between the data slices in
cloud computing, therefore greatly reducing the amount and cost of distributed transactions.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is a novel type of network application and is gradually changing the
developmental trend of information technology (IT) industry[1]. Currently, Google, IBM, Yahoo
and other well-known enterprises have put forward their own cloud computing solutions.
Commercial cloud services distribute whole computing tasks into a large number of resource
pools composed of various computers, servers and data storage systems, thus allowing users to
obtain computing capacity, storage space and information services to meet their demands[2,3,4].
Business collaborations between enterprises have become increasingly frequent. These
businesses generally can't be completed within one department, but need more departments to do
in collaboration. These businesses are often inter-departmental, even cross-regional[5,6].
Cloud computing service providers are tasked with building an infrastructure that can support the
many applications, users and workloads, and with an ever increase usage from corporations and
private consumers comes the need for platforms to efficiently distribute data[7,8]. Because a
single data node cannot accommodate entire information, it is vital to partition data and place
slices on appropriate data nodes. In the real cloud computing environment, we usually deploy and
implement various transaction-intensive applications and these transactions often require access
to a variety of data. If data is stored in different data nodes, it will inevitably bring some
distributed transactions. However, the cost of distributed transaction is very high[9,10].
In the environment of multiple data nodes, the significance of choosing an appropriate storage
position for large data are as follows: (1) in a cloud computing environment, a single data node
cannot accommodate all data and hence it must be dispersed into multiple data nodes; (2) if the
data placement strategy is unreasonable, the distributed transaction cost will definitely increase
during access of the data nodes, thereby sharply reducing the computing capacity of the cloud
platform; and (3) some data that can only be stored in specified data nodes[11,12].
Placing data on nodes of a cloud is a NP problem. In light of the above problems, we designed a
cloud data placement strategy to minimize the distributed transaction cost of data access across
data nodes. In consideration of the relationship between the data and distributed transactions
costs, the main contribution of this paper is to propose a cloud data placement strategy supporting
the minimization of the distributed transaction cost. We use the genetic algorithm to realize this
data placement strategy by analysis and verification with experiments.
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The rest of the paper is organized into the following sections: in section 2 related works on cloud
data placement strategy are introduced, and differences between those works and the significance
of this research are discussed; section 3 describes the related conceptions of cloud data placement
problems and models and the cloud data placement strategy algorithm; we optimize the data
placement strategy in section 4; the experimental analysis and evaluation is placed in section 5;
and then the final section of this paper summarizes the paper and forecasts our further work.

II.

RELATED WORKS

Mohamed y. Eltabakh et al. [13] studied the placement strategy that correlates the data node with
the corresponding computing node, and designed the system architecture--CoHadoop. CoHadoop
is a slight extension of Hadoop, allowing the application to control where data is stored. It
improved related data placement strategy based on Hadoop’s nodes. Compared with the plain
Hadoop, the improvement of CoHadoop mainly brought further benefits for the following
operations, indexing, grouping, aggregation, columnar storage, join, and sessionization. That
paper didn’t consider the problem of our research, and was based on the Hadoop. So it can only
be used for processing file systems of large data blocks.
To address the data placement management issue of process-oriented data intensive applications
in cloud computing environment, [14] proposed a data placement strategy based on cluster matrix.
First, it constructed a dependency matrix for all of the application data, and this matrix
represented all data sets’ dependency relationships (including the data placed in specific data
node). Then it used the BEA algorithm[15] to generate a clustering matrix and divide the matrix
elements to obtain higher mutual dependency between the data sets in each partition. For each
new data set, the algorithm calculated the dependency between this data set and all of the others,
and moved it to the data node that obtains the highest dependency. The experimental results
showed that the clustering data placement strategy, compared with random data placement
strategy, could effectively reduce the data transmission across the data nodes in the process of
application execution. This work mainly faced to the scientific workflow with large data sets and
mainly considered the relationship of data sets in the process. However, it did not consider the
total cost of distributed transactions between the data slices.
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Carlo Curino designed the Schism[16] to drive the data partitioning through transactions. In this
strategy, all of the data records were mapped into vertices, and accesses to transactions were
mapped into edges. A graph model was constructed to classify the data through the graph
partition technology.Then the established data copies through the transactions to correlate with
data to avoid the distribution transactions.
Xin et al. proposed an intelligent data placement strategy to improve workflow performance
while minimizing data transmission between the data centers simultaneously[17]. At the start-up
stage, the entire data set was divided into a smaller data item, and then distributed into many data
centers. At the placement stage, it considers over the data centers’ computing capabilities, storage
budget, correlations of data items and so on. At the run-time stage, the intermediate data were
placed in the appropriate data center. It uses linear discrimination analysis, and considers the
amount in start-up stage and past behavior of data center (i.e. the reliability in respect of task
retardation). This strategy effectively improved the overall progress in calculation and
minimizing the communication expenditures caused by data movement.
While the works discussed thus far addressed cloud data placement for related research, there still
lack studies that attempt to resolve the cloud data placement problem among transaction intensive
applications. Furthermore, none have yet considered the distributional transaction costs caused by
data correlation.

III.

DATA PLACEMENT STRATEGY

a. Formalization Definition
This section describes the conceptions about data placement problem under cloud computing
environment, and constructs its formal model. Cloud computing environment is composed of
multiple distributed data nodes. Since our research is mainly focused on data placement problems
under cloud computing environment, we will only discuss data node capacity, the relationship
among data slices, and data collaboration cost among data slices. We will not consider the
amount of copies.
We can formally represent a cloud computing environment as a set that is composed of multiple
distributed data nodes, DN = {dni | i  1,2,..., n} . dni represents the data node whose serial number
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is i, and n is the amount of data nodes. We also define dnsi as the data storage capacity of data
node dni . Each data node storage capacity, dnsi , is determined by the user.
Since the storage capacity of data node is limited, due to the correlation of data in cloud and
multi-tenancy features, we need to slice the data. The data slice is a set that is composed of a
series of closely related data. We formally define the set of data slices, DS = {dsi | i  1,2,..., m} .

dsi represents the data slice which is numbered i while m is the number of data slices. We also
define dssi as the size of the data slice dsi , and dspi as the fixed storage position of the data
slice whose serial number is i.
If two different data slices are not stored in the same data node, then a collaboration cost is
needed when the two different data slices are accessed in one transaction. This cost is called
collaboration cost of the distributional transaction. It describes the correlation between two data
slices. This collaboration cost apparently tends to be extremely high[9]. We define the
collaboration cost matrix between the data slices as:

 c11 c12
c c
 21 22
C=  


cm1 cm 2

 c1m 
 c2 m 
  

 cmm 

For arbitrary i, j = 1,2,...,m and i  j, the element cij in matrix C represents the collaboration cost
between the data slice dsi and the data slice ds j . We assume that the collaboration costs between
the various data slices are knowable so that it can be obtained through data log files and
applications.
In the cloud computing environment, a data placement plan means a mapping from the data slices
set DS to data nodes set DN and for arbitrary dsi , there is an unique corresponding dn j  DN.
Then we define a data placement plan as DPP= {dsi  dn j | i  1,2,..., n} . dsi  dn j indicates that
the data slice dsi is placed in data node dn j .
The ideal cloud data placement strategy we seek is to place data slices in appropriate data nodes
so to make the data nodes not exceed capacity limits, as well as minimize the total collaboration
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costs between the data slices. Our goal is to design a strategy to quickly and accurately find the
optimal solution for data placement problem.
Genetic algorithm is an effective searching method based on the principle of natural selection and
genetics. It starts from a population, and then using selection, crossover and mutation operators to
evolve the Chromosomes in the population to eventually reach a whole, optimal solution[18]. We
use the fast random overall search ability of the genetic algorithm as the foundation for our data
placement strategy to seek the lowest cost data placement plan.

b. The Encoding And Decoding Of Chromosome
The evolutionary process of genetic algorithm is based on the coding mechanism. Encoding can
greatly affect performances such as the algorithm’s search ability and population diversity. We
encode the chromosome based on the binary coding method, and the coding character set applied
here is composed of 0 and 1 binary symbols. Each chromosome is a binary coding string
representing a data placement plan. For each data slice dsi

 DS

in DS, we use a data node

encoding whose length is log 2 n to denote its storage location. For each data placement plan,
we use the m  log 2 n bit binary number to denote it. For example, when m = n = 12, the data
slice dsi is stored in the data node dni and the corresponding code is: 0000 0001 0010 0011 0100
0101 0110 0111 1000 1001 1010 1011. The length of the chromosome is 48.
When decoding the chromosome, we can decode every log 2 n binary string according to the
value of m and n, and work out the number that represents the location of the data node where the
data slice lies.

c. The Validity Judgments Of The Chromosome
Not all chromosomes are valid data placement plans; we will later explain the various reasons
and provide justification for validating a chromosome.
If there exists at least one gene fragment that cannot represent data nodes in DN in the
chromosome of DPP, then the solution DPP is invalid. The formal expression is:

dsi  DS, dsi  dn j and j  n , then DPP is invalid

(1)

In order to ensure normal operation, data nodes generally set the storage capacity as dnsi . If one
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data placement plan makes any data slices’ size in a same data node exceed its storage capacity

dnsi , then we can conclude that the data node is overloaded. The formal expression is:
dni  DN ,

 dss

ds j dni

j

dnsi , then DPP is invalid

(2)

If there exists at least one location-fixed data slice whose storage location is different from its
assigned location in the data placement plan DPP, then the solution DPP is invalid. The formal
expression is:

dsi  DS, dsi  dn j and dspi  j , then DPP is invalid

(3)

During the generation phase of the initial population in the genetic algorithm, as well as the
process of genetic selection, crossover and mutation stage, we need to judge the validity of the
chromosome. If any of (1), (2) and (3) is met, we shall determine the data placement plan invalid
and abandon this plan in the genetic process.

d. The Initial Population Of The Solution
Due to genetic algorithm operations requirements, the initial population is prepared to be
composed of a number of initial solutions for the operations. Each chromosome in the initial
population is generated randomly. The size of the population directly impacts on the convergence
rate and the generation of the optimal solution. If the size of the population is too large, then the
rate of convergence will be reduced. Contrarily, if the size of the population is too small, it is
difficult to obtain the optimal solution. The generation of the initial population is random. The
cloud computing environment has numerous data nodes and data slices, and if we produce the
initial population using the completely random method, the population needs to be large enough
to reflect the randomness. Otherwise, we cannot reach our goal. This paper selects the individuals
that meet the three conditions in section above as the initial population. In this way we could
generate the optimal solution and speed up the convergence rate.
e. The Evaluation On Collaboration Cost In DPP
The fundamental objective of the data placement plan we propose is to minimize the
collaboration cost caused by the operations between different data nodes in the cloud computing
environment. Thereby, we adopt the collaboration cost of the data slices for a special data
placement plan as its evaluation function. For the given set of data nodes DN, data slices set DS,
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the collaboration cost matrix among the data slices C, and data placement plan DPP, we define
the evaluation function of the data placement plan as g(DPP) = CollaborationCost (DN, DS, C,
DPP), and obtain DPP’s total collaboration cost through the following algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1. The algorithm of DPP’s collaboration cost
input：DN,DS,C,DPP
output：CollaborationCost (DN,DS,C, DPP)
the main steps：
initialization：set CollaborationCost = 0
For i=1 to m - 1 //m is the number of data slices
For j=i+1 to m
If (the number of data nodes corresponding to i and j is not the same) then
CollaborationCost= CollaborationCost+ cij
End if
End for
End for
Return (CollaborationCost)
f. The Generation Strategy Of The Next Population
After the initial population is generated, our strategy will generate the next population by using
selection, crossover and mutation operations on the anterior population. The selection operation
will choose individuals with the highest fitness from the initial population. These individuals will
most likely have advantageous traits that will provide a competitive edge, procure more resources
for survival, and, thus, pass those traits to their offspring in the next generation. The crossover
operation randomly pairs individuals in the initial population and to randomly choose the
crossover point to exchange information between each pair. The mutation operation randomly
mutates some bit of the individual. When performing the crossover and mutation operations, we
must consider the probability of crossover and mutation. Therefore, our strategy will set certain
crossover and mutation rates.

g. The Algorithm To Seek The Data Placement Plan
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The result returned by algorithm 2, to seek the data placement plan, is a set of data placement
plans with low cost. Plans in this set are sorted according to the corresponding collaboration cost
in ascending order.
Algorithm 2. The data placement plan algorithm using genetic algorithm
input：DN,DS,C,DPP
output：the set of data placement plan with lower collaboration cost
the main steps：
initialization：define the variables NP,NG //NP: the size of the population, NG: the
number of evolutional generations
Set i = 1
While (i <= PopulationSize)
Generate a random data placement plan dpp
If (dpp is valid and not in SP) then //judge using the formula (1)(2)(3)
Join the dpp to SP
Calculate the collaboration cost of this data placement plan
i ++
End if
End while //by now, the initial population is created
Set curGen = 1
While (curGen <= maxGen)
Choose the Rg proportion of data placement plans into the next generation of SP’,
according to the collaboration cost of data placement plans in ascend
While (sizeof(SP’)< NP)
If (random(0,1) < Pm) then //Pm is the rate of mutation operation
Choose randomly the position to mutate at the gene in the dpp, and mark the
result as dpp’
If (dpp’ is valid and not in SP’) then
Join the dpp’ to SP’
Calculate the cooperation cost of this data placement plan
continue
End if
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End if
If (random(0,1) < Pc) then //Pc is the rate of crossover operation
Choose randomly two different solutions dpp1 and dpp2 in the SP
Choose randomly the position to crossover at the gene in the dpp, and mark
the result as dpp1’ and dpp2’
If (dpp1’ is valid and not in SP’) then
Join the dpp1’ to SP’
Calculate the collaboration cost of this data placement plan
continue
End if
If (dpp2’ is valid and not in SP’) then
Join the dpp2’ to SP’
Calculate the collaboration cost of this data placement plan
continue
End if
End if
End while
End while
Return (SP’)

In the process of generating the next generation and selecting the data placement plan to reserve,
our algorithm choice is based on the collaboration cost through which we can greatly improve the
quality of the genetic populations, and quickly converge at the optimal solution.

h. The Web Service Specification
Through the above algorithms, we can use the web services to solve the problems of the data
placement. The web service in the cloud computing platform is represented by the web service
definition language (WSDL)[19]. WSDL is an XML-based language created for describing web
services and their operations. It regulates the location of the services and the operations or
methods provided by the services. WSDL also describes the protocols and message formats when
the web services interacts to bind, generally adopting the abstract language to describe the
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operation and information supported by the services. Only by the use of them, the actual network
protocols and message formats are bound to the services.
An example of service represented by WSDL in cloud computing platform is as follows:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<definitions name="PersonInsuranceInfo"
xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/soap/"
xmlns="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/">
<types>
<schema targetNamespace=" http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/"
xmlns:wsdl="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/"
<element name="PersonInsuranceRequest">
<complexType>
<all>
<element name="PersonInsuranceID" type="string"/>
</all>
</complexType>
</element>
<element name="PersonInsuranceResult">
<complexType>
<all>
<element name=" PersonInsuranceSet " type="string"/>
</all>
</complexType>
</element>
</schema>
</types>
</definitions>

IV. STRATEGY OPTIMIZATION AND IMPROVEMENT
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As described in this paper, our data placement strategy is based on the genetic algorithm, a
commonly used method to resolve combinatorial optimization by means of simulating genetic
biology. In the genetic algorithm the initial population is encoded, and the algorithm is tasked to
exert operations on individuals after assessing their fitness to the environment, so by way of an
evolutionary process. Because we are restricted by system computational capability, population
size and number of iterations are limited. Therefore, the selection of initial population becomes a
vital factor, which may result in either success or failure of the algorithm and can directly affect
the optimization efficiency and effectiveness of the algorithm. In order to obtain an initial
population with higher quality when generating an initial population, we can evaluate each
individual and obtain a fitness value by calculating the fitness function. Individuals below a
specific threshold value will not be retained so as to converge onto the same result. When the
genetic algorithm is adopting an effective initialization method, the required number of iterations
is much less than that through random or uniform kinds of methods, and thus the search speed is
improved[20, 21].
The population iteration of the genetic algorithm is achieved through selection, crossover and
mutation. This can result in many deficiencies like computational complexity, unstable
controllability, and wide range of the search area. There often appear such phenomena as difficult
in shared searching radius, poor convergence prone and precocity. Thus, it leads to serious partial
accumulation of evolutionary individuals. We can apply elite reserved strategy and shared
function niche genetic algorithm to solve these problems because the elitist strategy ensures the
convergence of the algorithm and the sharing function niche guarantees the results’ diversity[22].

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

The experimental environment is Intel (R) Core (TM) 2 Duo 2 x 2.93 GHz, 8 GB of memory,
500 GB of hard disk and 1 GB of network bandwidth. The experiment compares the data
placement strategy described in this paper with the random placement strategy, the greedy
strategy.
The random placement strategy: The data slices are placed in data nodes randomly, only
meeting the requirements of data node’s data storage capability. For data slices requiring fixed
position, we place them on fixed data node.
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The greedy strategy: This strategy is to firstly arrange the data slices in descending order
according to the collaboration costs among them, and then to place the data slices with the higher
collaboration cost in a same data node as much as possible. When data slices exceed the storage
capacity of the data node, we place the data slice on a new data node.
For the same number of data slices, we randomly construct different collaboration cost matrices
and calculate the total collaboration cost of the selected plan for each strategy above. Each data
slice runs 100 times and we adopt the average from the final results. Collaboration costs in Figure
1 and Figure 2 are all simulated costs. The strategy represented in this paper is briefly named GA
strategy.

Figure 1. The collaboration cost of 50 data slices with varying number of data nodes
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Figure 2. The collaboration cost of 100 data slices with varying number of data nodes

Figure 1 is for 50 data slices, and the number of data nodes is 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30
respectively. By applying the above three strategies to evaluate collaboration cost, we finally take
the average value after running them 100 times. Figure 2 is a calculated coordination cost for 100
data slices while other environmental factors are similar to the above one. It can be obviously
seen from the Figure 1 and Figure 2 that coordination cost of the final chosen data placement
plan by applying genetic algorithm is lower than those by the other two strategies The gap is
tremendous when compared with the random placement strategy.
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Figure 3. The running time of 10 data nodes with varying number of data slices

As is shown in Figure 3 for different numbers of data slices, the strategy described in this paper
has a different running time. Increasing the number of data slices dramatically raises the strategy
operation time. For example, as the number of data slices increased from 80 to 100, the running
time increased eight-fold. Therefore, our proposed strategy cannot be applied to large numbers of
the data slices and data nodes.
In summary, the strategy to place the data slices in data nodes discussed in this paper is optimal
when the number of the data slices and data nodes is not too high. Compared to the random
placement and the greedy strategies, our strategy provides an efficient data placement plan with
relatively lower collaboration cost.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Cloud computing platform has become a relatively novel platform for enterprise and personal
computing, and is convenient for business collaboration across data nodes. In regards to the data
placement strategy in cloud computing platform, this paper proposes a brand new method that
adequately considers the dependencies between the data slices and minimizes the total cost of
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distributional transactions. This paper provided a detailed performance assessment of our strategy
and compares it to those of others. We demonstrate that our strategy considers the relationship
among data in cloud computing to greatly reduce collaboration cost. With the development of the
business in the cloud computing, the placement of data in data nodes changes dynamically. How
to adapt to this change more quickly and effectively and improve the capacity of cloud
computing platform will be our future research directions.
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